
MA NSP (Network Signal Processor)

External channel expansion for 
grandMA systems

Can serve as a 4Port Node in a 
grandMA2 network

DMX output in combination with 
grandMA onPC

Control via MA-Net and Art-Net

Supports four independent DMX 
universes, two of which can be used 
as inputs

Connectors for external VGA monitor, 
mouse and keyboard

LED indicators for network and DMX 
activities

For decentralised DMX networks, the MA NSP (Network Signal Processor) converts the incoming 

Ethernet data into DMX512-A data. For data conversion, two Ethernet protocols are supported: 

MA-Net and Art-Net.

Data output is by means of four independent DMX connectors, two of which can also be config-

ured as DMX inputs. The MA NSP features an intuitive menu structure, four function keys and 

an encoder wheel for easy configuration. A backlit LC-display with two lines of text shows all of 

the important information and the operating status. For professional application and maximum 

flexibility, the MA NSP is built in a 19" housing which is only 1U in height.

You may choose between different modes of operation when using the MA NSP. Depending on 

your application, a MA NSP can convert DMX inputs and outputs in an Ethernet network, serve 

as a DMX merger or booster, or even expand your grandMA System by additional parameters. In 

conjunction with grandMA2 consoles, the MA NSP can also work as a 4PortNode.

In an MA System, the MA NSP can be used as a decentralised channel expansion for all grandMA 

consoles (except grandMA micro + grandMA pico). For this purpose, not only the DMX signals are 

distributed among the MA NSP, but so are all calculations necessary. 

Each MA NSP can calculate 2,048 parameters. A maximum of 16 MA NSP can be used for the 

output of 64 DMX lines (32,768 channels).

Any MA NSP connected to grandMA onPC allows the software to send “real” DMX data. A total 

of two MA NSP can be connected to a grandMA onPC.

Art. No

130101 MA NSP (Network Signal Processor), 110V – 240V

120314 Mini Keyboard for MA NSP

120315 External Mouse, 3 Buttons

Art. No Dimensions (w x h x d) weight (kg)

130101 483 x 44 x 180mm, 19 x 1.7 x 7inch 3.3

Scope of delivery:

Power cord and plug
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